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creator of WayPoint Analytics
15+ years working with distributors on detailed 

costing and profit
focused on distribution profit dynamics



6 Attributes of High-Profit Companies

core competency: moving product
absolute minimum of inventory locations
mastery of delivery alternatives
focus on customer experience
specialized sales force
numbers-driven
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Demographic Challenges

industry draws workforce from younger, 
HS-educated population pool
owarehouse staff
odrivers
oaccounting & clerical
o sales force

pool is shrinking and trend will continue 
through 2040
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Demographic Challenges

mandated minimum wage & competition for 
labor has driven up labor costs 
trend will continue
companies must do more with smaller, 

higher-paid staff
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Why This Matters

manpower more expensive & hard to find
proliferation of delivery options
competition getting more sophisticated
essential ingredient for superior profitability
close to bottom line, so huge leverage
$1 saved in delivery cost = $25 in new sales
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Delivery Dynamics

distance
routing
traffic
wait time

delivery hours
truck capacity
labor
utilization



Where Companies Get It Wrong

mileage vs time
time is the finite resource
cost by the minute
need to account for product value

(operating cash per delivery)
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Time Capture Points

leave terminal
end of each delivery
end of break
end of fuel stop
terminal return
end locale change
backhaul is excluded



Benefits of Time-Based Costing

accounts for dock delays
accounts for traffic
accounts for incremental stops
accounts for delivery window 

(business hours)
accounts for capacity



Data Capture

handheld devices
barcode scanners
GPS / routing / tracking
smartphone apps

(join our pilot program)



Delivery Tracking Pilot Program

use WayPoint phone app
transfer time-capture data
in G/L: lease, fuel, maintenance, insurance, 

driver P/R
WayPoint will cost delivery in detail

& and include in customer profits



Increase Delivery Revenue

charge / no charge
FREE delivery drives small (unprofitable) orders
delivery charges (delivery is a product)
price for speed / convenience
DON’T post delivery revenue as expense offset
expose as revenue & pay commissions
review annually



Suggested Action

review delivery policies
use accurate costing to segment customers
make delivery a profit center
make delivery options a market advantage
analyze costs & profits
$1 saved or charged = $25 in new sales



Randy MacLean
www.WayPointAnalytics.net

480-426-9955

http://www.waypointanalytics.net/
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